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A social wqs held in the Wesley School
room on Wednesday week, organised by 
Mrs. P. Shor;. A large number of young 
people were 
several items 
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funds.

A work pafty to sew and knit for H.M. 
Forces was
October 11th. 
of the Worn 
nuclei. A jtimble sale, cake and pound 
stall was held on October_ 18th to provide 
funds to but 
was raised, and since then their ’ 
meetings have been held on Wednesday 
afternoons irji the Church Room.
there are attendances between thirty and 
forty members.
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made and despatched to the 
Wadebridge, whence they arc 
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. seven 
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Nineteen garments for convales- 
were sent to the hospital supply 
at Trvro. and several shirts have 
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material sup 
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for Polish refugees with 
)lied from Truro. The funds 
lausted. and the treasurer 
oull) would be most grateful 
tributions so that this fine 
ntinue.
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